Blue Journeys Dive Sites
Information

Gemanafushi Out
Location: South East of Hadahaa, Out Side of Gemanafushi
GPS Coordinates: N0 27.275 / E73 34.272
Description: Top reef start from 3 – 5 meters with outer reef
edge of a wide channel. The edge drops of 30 meters down to
+40. There are some small over hangs around 8- 10 meters out
side of the reef with a amazing reef structure.
Coral life: Colonies of excellent hard corals
Fish and other animals life: Commonly sighted are White tip reef
sharks, Turtles both hawksbill and green, Eagle rays, Napoleon
wrasse, Big eye trevally, Barracudas, and school of fusiliers, and
depending on the current some season Grey Reef Sharks.

Dive Technique: Depending on the current there are some
possible ways to dive here. Incoming current descend in “Big
Blue” staying stationary at channel edge and drift into channel or
descent in out side the reef having reef on the left hand shoulder
and drift into channel. Outgoing current best possible way is to
jump inside the channel having reef on the right hand shoulder
and drift to the edge and continue on the right side of the reef
Experience level: Mostly experience divers/ beginners can dive
depending how strong the current is.

Dhaandhoo Kandu (Dhaandhoo Out)
Location: North of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates: N0 38.050 / E73 27.317
Description: A channel wide 200, length 600 meters with
outside reef edge at 30 meters depth inside channel varies
between 15 to 25 meters. Drop off at outer channel edge
slope at inner edge and flat bottom. Outside reef starting
from 19 meters there are few over hangs which have the
possibilities to swim through and to explore for more marine
life.
Coral life: Good
Fish and other animals life: Commonly sighted are White tip
reef sharks, Turtles both hawksbill and green, Eagle rays,
Napoleon wrasse, Big eye trevally, Barracudas, and school of
fusiliers, and depending on the current Grey Reef Sharks.
Nurse shark is also possible to visible from out side reef
around 10 – 11 meters from the small the over hang
Dive Technique: Crossing channel, combination staying
stationary at channel edge drift in to channel or drift along
channel side depending on current
Experience level: Mostly experience divers/ beginners can
dive depending how strong the current is.

Maareha Thila
Location: South East of Hadahaa, Infront of Maareha Island
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A shallow thila, top reef start from 5- 7 meters,
around 30 to 40 meter round in diameter, sides slowly sloping
down to 30+ meter
Coral life: Excellent
Fish and other animals life: One side of the reef around 11 –
13 meters is full of Anemone fish (Clown fish), school of
fusiliers, glass fish, bait fish always around, Turtles and White
Tip reef sharks are visible some time

Dive Technique: No current slow relaxing dives
Experience level: Any Level

Dhorogalla (Coral City)
Location: North of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates: N0 36.48 / E73 26.23
Description: Exceptional abundance and variety of hard coral.
Live coral coverage exceeding 100%. Beautiful formation of
pinnacles and canyons. Considered by many to be the best
coral garden in the Maldives.
Coral life: Excellent
Fish and other animals life: Napoleon wrasse, ghost pipe fish,
school of fusiliers and feather tail stingrays are often sighted.
Dive Technique: Best way to dive is to start from the thila,
explore the coral life and look out for small animals. For the
end of the dive move up to sandy part and swim to the east
will be the best way end a beautiful dive
Experience level: Any level

Hulaa Thila
Location: South of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A very small an shallow thila top reef starts from
4 – 6 meters slowly slope down to +30 meters, around 30
meters diameter with some big corals lying in the bottom of
thila
Coral life: Excellent
Fish and other animals life: Mostly small fishes and school of
glass fish, fusiliers, bait fish and variety of other fishes.

Dive Technique: No special technique or special entry point
for this dive site, special for slow and relaxing dives
Experience level: Any level

Keulhu Faru
Location:
GPS Coordinates:
Description: One large pinnacle connected to a smaller
pinnacle. Depths range from 2 m - >30 m, with a sloping sandy
patch from 7 m – 30 m.
Coral life: Good, many hard coral species and rare black corals
Fish and other animals life: Many white tip and black tip reef
sharks. Critically Endangered Hawksbill turtles. Several
different species of nudibranch. Possibilities to see eagle rays.
Dive Technique:
Experience level: Any level

Five Brothers
Location: North of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: Five submerged pinnacles from depths of 3 m to
25 m. Sandy bottom
Coral life: Excellent, many species of hard coral.
Fish and other animals life: Sting rays, leopard and nurse
sharks, rare endangered species such as Napoleon wrasse and
Hawksbill turtles
Dive Technique: No special technique or special entry point
for this dive site, special for slow and relaxing dives
Experience level: Any level

Park Thilla
Location: South of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: Fully submerged reef. Top of the thilla is at 1 m
descending to >30 m. Strong currents are possible on the east
side.
Coral life: Excellent
Fish and other animals life: Big schools of fish, an abundance
of macro invertebrates including flatworms and shrimp. Silver
tip sharks are occasionally spotted here.

Dive Technique: Dive technique is dependant on the current,
if a strong current the dive will move with the current. If no
current the dive
Experience level: Advanced recommended

Nillandhoo out
Location: North Of Hadahaa

GPS Coordinates:
Description: A wall on the outside the atoll descending
vertically from 5 m – 1500 m+
Coral life: Excellent

Fish and other animals life: Large schools of fish, lots of
hawksbill and green turtles, big Napoleon wrasse, Grey reef,
White Tip and black Tip reef sharks, Pelagic fishes
Dive Technique: Due to strong ocean current the dive always
performed as adrift dive.

Experience level: Any level

Dhiyadhoo Thilla
Location: East Of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A submerged reef start from 5 m – 30 m+.
Coral life: Excellent, 70% of the dive site is covered with soft
corals ( Alcyonidae), and a large area full of lettuce corals.
Fish and other animals life: Large schools of fish, lots of
hawksbill and green turtles, big Napoleon wrasse, White Tip
and black Tip reef sharks, Dog tooth tunas, a family of eagle
rays, Nurse shark, Moray eels, occasionally dolphins are
spotted.

Dive Technique: Dive site is situated in the middle of a channel
there for there is strong current and the most areas of the site
is located in greater depths.
Experience level: Advance and Nitrox Divers only

Marehaa Kandu
Location: South East Of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A Channel between the islands of the edge of the
outer atoll. Strong current up to 5-6 knots.
Coral life: Good
Fish and other animals life: Possibilities to see up to 200 Grey
Reef sharks, Large schools of fish, lots of hawksbill and green
turtles, big Napoleon wrasse, White Tip and black Tip reef
sharks, Dog tooth tunas, Eagle rays, Moray eels, occasionally
Hammer Head sharks and Sail fish are spotted.

Dive Technique: Depending on current. Incoming current:
jump outside the atoll and drift with the current inside the
atoll. Outgoing current: Jump inside the atoll and drift with
the current outside the atoll. During light to medium current
its possible to cross the channel and see Hundreds of sharks.
Experience level: Advance and Nitrox Divers recommended

Inah Thilla
Location: South West Of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A very old submerged reef starting from 8-30 m+,
over hangs and a swim through.
Coral life: Good, soft corals and sea fans, lots of black corals,
colour changing corals and massive boulder corals.
Fish and other animals life: A nursery for juvenile reef fish,
schools of glass fish, Large schools of jack, Snappers, Rainbow
Runners, Skip jack Tuna, Surgeon Fish and Fusiliers White Tip
and black Tip reef sharks, Dog tooth tunas, Eagle rays, Moray
eels, One resident hawksbill turtle, lots of nudibranch, white
scorpion fish, juvenile grey reef and lots of an anemones on
top reef.
Dive Technique: No special technique.
Experience level: Any level

Konday Kandu
Location: South East Of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A Channel between the islands of the edge of the
outer atoll. Strong current up to 5-6 knots.
Coral life: Excellent, soft corals and sea fans, lots of black
corals and massive boulder corals.
Fish and other animals life: Large schools of jack, Snappers,
Rainbow Runners, Skip jack Tuna, Surgeon Fish and Fusiliers
White Tip and black Tip, Grey reef and leopard sharks, Dog
tooth tunas, Big Napoleon, Eagle rays, Moray eels, Many
hawksbill and green turtles.
Dive Technique: Depending on current. Incoming current:
jump outside the atoll and drift with the current inside the
atoll. Outgoing current: Jump inside the atoll and drift with
the current outside the atoll. During light to medium current
its possible to cross the channel and see lots of sharks.

Experience level: Any level, Advance and nitrox
recommended.

Kurehdhoo Kandu
Location: North Of Hadahaa
GPS Coordinates:
Description: A Channel between the islands of the edge of the
outer atoll. Strong current up to 5-6 knots.
Coral life: Excellent, lots of colourful soft corals, sea fans, lots
of black corals, massive boulder corals and beautiful coral
topography.
Fish and other animals life: Large schools of jack, Snappers,
Rainbow Runners, Skip jack Tuna, Surgeon Fish and Fusiliers
White Tip and black Tip, Grey reef and leopard sharks, Dog
tooth tunas, Big Napoleon, Eagle rays, Moray eels, Many
hawksbill, green turtles and occasionally Marlins are spotted.
Dive Technique: Depending on current. Incoming current:
jump outside the atoll and drift with the current inside the
atoll. Outgoing current: Jump inside the atoll and drift with
the current outside the atoll. During light to medium current
its possible to cross the channel and see lots of sharks.
Experience level: Any level, Advance and nitrox
recommended.

BLUE JOURNEYS DIVE AND ACTIVITY CENTRE
Our resort is set in one of the most untouched and beautiful islands in the southernmost tip of the Maldives. A full
Park Hyatt Maldives Hadahaa experience is not complete unless you have enjoyed some of the local history, been
welcomed into a Maldivian home, fished in our tropical waters aboard a Dhoni – our traditional boat - or have dived
beneath the turquoise waters to fully appreciate the vast underwater world living around our untouched coral reef.
We don’t offer trips; we provide tailor-made journeys that are nothing less than 100% pure Maldives.
You could choose to drift to a local island to collect local spices and herbs with the Executive Chef, spend a couple
of hours fishing for snapper and grouper onboard the Dhoni to be cooked fresh when you return back to the resort,
have a lavish private picnic in a truly remote location on an uninhabited island or set off into the sunset looking for
dolphins.
Visit the towering coral reef cities structured like luxury apartments for a kaleidoscope of reef fish. Observe graceful
shoals of fish as they dance in the sunlight and change direction in unison in a blink of an eye. Watch Clown Fish
nestle in the secure fingers of magnificent anemones or spot the wary lobsters pop their heads out of their rocky
homes. Catch a glimpse of the Thick-lipped Wrasse, in all its rainbow glory, enjoy its coral lunches and be amazed
by the streamlined finesse of the Black and White Tip Reef Sharks keeping a watchful eye over their territory.
The marine life surrounding our island paradise is more abundant and varied than anywhere else in the Maldives –
and best of all, it may be enjoyed either close to the surface of our House Reef or deeper down at the fascinating
dive sites of this marine haven.
There are so many options – all you have to do is tell us what you’d like to see and we’ll create an experience just
for you.

BLUE JOURNEYS EXCURSIONS MENU
SNORKELING
Life Jacket Rental US$ 10 per person per day
Glass Bottom Kayak Rental US$ 55 per hour

Guided House Reef Snorkelling
Your experience will start with a presentation from the Leisure Concierge during which you will learn to identify the
different species and their behaviour, understand the complex reef systems and marvel at the diversity of endangered
species and fragile corals. We will then guide you around our house reef, taking you to the best areas and pointing
out interesting features.
1 Hour | US$ 65 per person

Discover Snorkelling
If you are new to the snorkelling experience, overcome your fears and learn from a professional. Designed
especially for beginners, our team will help you gain confidence and guide you on how to become comfortable in
the ocean, and explore the underwater world with a private guide.
1 Hour | US$ 75 per person

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

Guided Night Snorkelling
With your underwater torch in hand, prepare yourself for an exciting look at what happens on the reef. Witness
sleeping parrot fish and extended coral polyps feeding on the plankton that rises from the depths after dark.
1 Hour | US$ 85 per person

Reef Exploration
Take the opportunity of visiting a country that is famous for its geological structure to understand more about the
intriguing nature of the Maldivian atoll and island formation. Climb aboard a dhoni or speed boat and discover what
lies beyond the horizon. Travel to several different locations within the atoll and discover the unique and fascinating
history behind the topography of the Maldives. View the deep waters of the open ocean abyss as you reach the atoll
edge, explore the atoll, and privately snorkel through untouched reefs with your own personal guide. Observe how
the coral reefs grow and form the underwater structures that have created the scattering of strikingly beautiful
islands.
3 Hours | US$ 250 per person
Private Experience | US$ 1000 per couple
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed

Journey to Island Formation
Join us on a totally unique and interactive journey into the heart of the Maldives and discover how these groups of
paradisiacal islands were created. Our Leisure Concierge will guide you through the 5 stages of island creation from
initial formation to a modern day environmental resort. Along the way you will physically and visually explore the
features of each stage. Be transported by natural currents through island channels, snorkel at each stage and
understand the varying flora and fauna of the differing periods in the life of an island. Lunch will take place on an
uninhabited desert island before visiting an inhabited island to discover the real Maldives.
4 hours | US$ 375 per person or US$ 650 per couple
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed
Additional Private Guide | US$ 65 per excursion

CRUISES
Traditional Maldivian Fishing
Experience the classic island activity; Relax as you journey towards the sunset in a traditional Maldivian fishing
Dhoni. Let our local guides share with you the skills that Maldivians have mastered over centuries. Try your hand at
catching your own reef fish as you enjoy the stillness and tranquillity. Count the thousands of twinkling stars as you
journey home, and entrust your catch to our talented culinary team to prepare it to your preference.
2 Hours | US$ 100 per person - Departure | 5:30pm
Private Experience | US$ 900 per couple
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

Trolling Fishing
Spend an afternoon lazing on a gently moving Dhoni whilst trying to catch some of the fastest fish. Trolling fishing
gives you the opportunity to land one of the open water species when our shimmering lures prove irresistible to the
lightning-fast tuna or even enormous wahoo.
2 Hours | US$ 200 per person - Departure | 3:00pm
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed

Lucky Dolphin Cruise
Capture stunning shots of the sunset over the expansive ocean as you journey towards the edge of the atoll. Join us
in search of dolphins as they crest and spin through the waves heading towards the open water. Satisfy your
curiosity and discover more about these intelligent creatures with our Leisure Concierge.
2 Hours | US$ 180 per person – Departure | 5:00pm briefing
Private Experience | US$ 600 per couple
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed

Sunrise, Sunset, Starlight Cruise
Take the opportunity to savor some time alone with your loved one by setting off on a beautiful journey aboard our
traditional Dhoni. Relax on the top deck with the sea breeze running through your hair. Watch the splash of colours
in the evening sky transform from intense blue to stunning rose and mauve or admire the breath taking star-studded
sky. Enjoy fresh coconut and specially prepared canapés as you cruise around the atoll.
1 Hour | US$ 350 per couple - Departure | 6:30am, 6:30pm, 8:00pm

Equator Experience
Park Hyatt Maldives Hadahaa is in the unique position of being one of the closest resorts to the Equator at only
0°30’25.33N. Embark on a journey to 0°00’00.00N. Celebrate the crossing of the Equator with fresh coconut and
specially prepared canapés and savor the opportunity to swim across two hemispheres. Choose to stop off at an
uninhabited island or visit a local village, and on the return journey try your luck at spotting wild dolphins or
catching a fish to be cooked fresh back at the resort.
5 Hours | US$ 2000 per couple

ISLAND HOPPING
Local Island Tour
Embark on a journey across the atoll to one of our local islands. Witness the simplicity of island life and experience
first-hand their relaxed pace and peaceful nature. Wander down the sandy streets and wave at the children playing.
Marvel at how the locals innovate with the natural materials and understand how they use the plants to survive in
this world which is so distant from our own.
2 Hours | US$ 200 per person
Private Experience | US$ 600 per couple
Minimum 2 guests required for excursion to proceed

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

Private Island Picnic
Climb aboard our speed boat for an incredibly intimate experience; treat yourself to a sumptuous picnic and allow us
to guide you through untouched coral reefs and pristine private islands. Soak up the spectacular uninterrupted blues
of the sea and sky feeling at peace with nature as you relax all alone in a truly remote location on an uninhabited
island. A picnic menu is included, kindly choose from the below selection.
3 Hours | US$ 1200 per couple
PICNIC MENUS
OCEANIC

TERRAIN

Smoked salmon and rainbow trout
Tuna ceviche
Assorted sushi, sashimi, maki rolls
Shrimp Caesar salad wrap
Tortilla chips, salsa, guacamole
Kalamata olives, pickles
Assorted bakery basket, preserves & butter
Assorted freshly baked cookies
Fruit basket

Charcuterie platter
Grilled Vegetable platter
Grilled chicken Caesar salad wrap
Tortilla chips, salsa, guacamole
Kalamata olives, pickles
Assorted bakery basket, preserves and butter
Assorted freshly baked cookies
Fruit basket

VEGETARIAN
Greek Salad
Curried pumpkin salad with coconut
Hummus, Tabouleh, Mutabal
Tomato and boccacini
Caesar salad wrap
Tortilla chips, salsa, guacamole
Kalamata olives, pickles
Assorted bakery basket, preserves and
butter
Assorted freshly baked cookies
Fruit basket

Picnic setup on Hadahaa Island | US$ 200
Menu Prices – Oceanic | US$ 150 – Terrain | US$ 150 – Vegetarian | US$ 100 *all menu prices are per couple

PRIVATE BOAT CHARTER
Take full control and chart your own course across the seas; follow your curiosity and explore the open ocean,
nearby islands and untouched reefs.
Traditional Dhoni
Relax on the sundeck as our spacious and beautiful traditional Maldivian craft glides over the water.
4 Hours | US$ 900
8 Hours | US$ 1700

Speed Boat
Reach your destination with speed and agility aboard our high speed launch.
1 Hour | US$ 350
2 Hours | US$ 700
3 Hours | US$ 1000
Each extra hour | US$ 300
Please note: Prices include vessel, boat crew and fuel. A fuel surcharge may apply depending on engine running time.

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

BLUE JOURNEYS DIVE MENU
PADI COURSES
We offer an extensive range of courses to suit all abilities, ages and nationalities. We have a superb house reef and
many nearby dive sites to choose from which are teeming with marine life and exceptional coral diversity. Due to
the isolated nature of the resort, the dive sites are rarely visited by anyone else. Take the opportunity of being in one
of the best diving regions in the world to learn a new skill.
Discover Scuba Diving
While not an actual scuba certification, during the experience you’ll learn how to use scuba equipment in shallow
water and get a quick and easy introduction to what it takes to explore the underwater world. In a matter of minutes,
you will be breathing underwater and marvelling at the fish all around you. You will learn some basic skills and
safety rules that will carry over when you are ready to take the next step.
2 Hours | US$ 150 per person | US$ 270 per couple (Pool Experience)
2 Hours | US$ 200 per person | US$ 360 per couple (Open Water Experience)

Scuba Diver
This is the first step to becoming an independent diver. The Scuba Diver course allows you to get certified quickly
and easily by minimizing time constraints. Throughout this course you will learn the fundamentals of scuba diving.
The course includes some knowledge development and confined water dives, followed by two open water dives.
2 Days | US$ 560 per person | US$ 1000 per couple

Open Water Diver
This is your ticket to a lifetime of intense fun and adventure. Once completed, the most widely recognised diving
certification will give you the freedom of diving with a buddy, independent of a professional. The course includes
five confined water dives, knowledge development and four open water dives.
3-4 Days | US$ 750 per person | US$ 1350 per couple

Advanced Open Water Diver
Expand you diving knowledge by venturing further and deeper into the underwater kingdom. The course consists of
five open water dives, including two specialties of your choosing.
5 Dives | US$ 595 per person | US$ 1050 per couple

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

Additional Course Options
Open Water Diver e-learning (2-3 days) |
US$ 600 per person | US$ 1100 per couple
Open Water Diver referral (2-3 days) |
US$ 530 per person | US$ 950 per couple
Open Water Diver Upgrade |
US$ 470 per person | US$ 850 per couple
Adventure Dive |
US$ 120 per person | US$ 210 per couple
Adventure Dive (night)|
US$ 135 per person | US$ 240 per couple
Adventure Diver (3 dives) |
US$ 360 per person | US$ 380, 1night dive
Specialties 2 dives |
US$ 240 per person
Specialties 3 dives |
US$ 365 per person
Specialties 4 dives |
US$ 485 per person
Nitrox Course (2 hours, no dives) |
US$ 150 per person
Rescue Diver Course|
US$ 675 per person | US$ 1150 per couple
Emergency First Responder Course|
US$ 175 per person | US$ 300 per couple
Rescue + EFR package |
US$ 750 per person | US$ 1350 per couple
PADI Scuba Review |
US$ 150 per person | US$ 250 per couple
Additional lesson for Scuba Review |
US$ 100 per person
Additional dives for Discover Scuba Diving |
US$ 150 per person
* Prices are inclusive rental of full set of equipment
* Boat fee is not included and will be charge separately

JUNIOR PADI COURSES
Bubble Maker
For adventurous children aged between 8 and 10. Discover how it feels to join the fish and breathe up to 2m below
the surface of the water. The course starts with an explanation session, practice in the pool then a dive in the open
water.
2 Hours | US$ 110 per person

Junior Discover Scuba Diving
Children over 10 years old can try scuba to see if they like it. Learn how to use scuba equipment in shallow waters
and get a quick and easy introduction to what it takes to explore the underwater world. In a matter of minutes you
will be breathing underwater and marvelling at the fish all around you. You will learn some basic skills and safety
rules that will carry over when you are ready to take the next step.
2 Hours | US$ 150 per person (Pool Experience) | US$ 180 per person (Open Water Experience)

Junior PADI Scuba Diver & Junior PADI Open Water Diver
Water loving children aged between 10 and 14 can complete the same course as the adults. Once certified, junior
divers are allowed to go to a maximum depth of 12 metres when accompanied by a professional or certified parent.
Scuba Diver 2 Days | US$ 565 per person | Open water Diver 3-4 Days | US$ 750 per person

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

DIVING WITH A CERTIFCATION
Orientation Dive
As per Maldivian Law it is mandatory to complete an orientation dive. Therefore we request all of our guests to first
join us for an orientation dive on the beautiful house reef. This is a chance for you to get back into things with a
gentle dive which assures us that you are comfortable in the water.
1 Dive | US$ 80 per person
Please note: Dive fees include rental of the mask, fins, tank, weights, and surface marker buoy SMB. Other
equipment such as BCD, regulator, computer & wetsuit are rented separately.

House Reef Dive
Allow one of our professional divers to guide you around the reef, drawing your attention to native features and
creatures. Alternatively, buddy up and explore the house reef without direct supervision.
1 Unguided Dive | US$ 50 per person
1 Guided Dive | US$ 80 per person
Please note: Dive fees include rental of the mask, fins, tank, weights, and surface marker buoy SMB. Other
equipment such as BCD, regulator, computer & wetsuit are rented separately.

Boat Dives
With over 40 world-class dive sites nearby we encourage all our guests to take advantage of the gloriously unbroken
reefs and to meet the abundant marine life that share this remote haven. Journey aboard our traditional dhoni to
explore more of this beautiful underwater world.
Two Tank Dives | US$ 210 per person Departure | 8:30am
Single Dive | US$ 110 per person Departure | 3:00pm
Please note: Dive fees include boat fees, rental of the masks, fins, tank, weights, and surface marker buoy SMB.
Other equipment such as BCD, regulator, computer & wetsuit are rented separately.

DIVE PACKAGES
5 Dives Package | US$ 600 per person
7 Dives Package | US$ 750 per person
10 Dives Package | US$ 1100 per person
15 Dives Package | US$ 1500 per person
Please note: Boat fees and full set of equipment are included in the package price. Dive packages are available as
advance purchase only. Dive packages are based on per person basis and cannot be shared or transferred to a
second person.

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
Full Set of equipment | US$ 33
Dive Computer | US$ 10
BCD | US$ 10
Regulator |US$ 10
Wetsuit (short) | US$ 10
Wetsuit (full) | US$ 12
Underwater Torch | US$ 10
Please note: Maldivian law stipulates that each diver should carry a dive computer and surface marker buoy
Night Dives & Early Morning Dives Extra Fees | US$ 25 per person per dive
Additional Private Guide | US$ 75 per dive

BLUE JOURNEYS PHOTOGRAPHY MENU
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY
Underwater Photo-Shoot
Allow our talented Leisure Concierge or Dive masters to document your voyage of discovery with point and shoot
photography.
1 Hour |US$ 150
Please note: Underwater photography cannot be done separately and should be done during in water excursion.

LAND PHOTOGRAPHY
Capture the beauty of the Maldives and the joy of your holiday with an island photo-shoot. Choose from a range of
locations both on and off the island.
Island Photo-Shoot | 2 Hours | US$ 300
Island Photo-Shoot | 4 Hours | US$ 500

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

RESERVATIONS
Any of the services included in the proceeding information may be organized through our Guest Services Team or
via the Blue Journeys Dive & Activity Centre, speed-dial button on your phone, extension 237. Prices are subject to
change without prior notification.
EXCURSIONS
Please note that all excursions (diving and house reef snorkelling excluded) require a minimum of 4 guests to
participate in order for the excursion to proceed at the individual price.
CHILDREN'S POLICY
Any child below 10 years of age must be accompanied by a parent at all times during any activity. Children aged 12
years and below will be charged a full price for any water based activities while a 50% discount is applicable for any
dry activities such as Lucky Dolphin Trip, Traditional Maldivian Fishing or cruises. As children aged 10 years and
below must be accompanied by a parent at all times, the accompanying parent and child will be charged for the
respective activity accordingly. Toddlers aged 6 years and below are able to join their parents on a complimentary
basis for dry activities. Blue Journeys at Park Hyatt Maldives Hadahaa will provide the necessary equipment for
excursions such as exposure suit and snorkelling gear. It is highly recommended to apply sun protection cream prior
to joining any excursion. For diving activities, Blue Journeys will adhere to all regulations set by PADI and
Maldives recreation diving law.
PRE-ARRIVAL
Appointments begin promptly at the time scheduled. If you arrive late, your experience may be shortened.
CANCELLATION
Cancellations and changes of scheduled activities are accepted up to 12 hours prior to appointment time without
incurring a charge. For cancellations within 12 hours after your reservation, a cancellation charge of 50% will apply.
Without any notification, you will be charged in full.
SERVICE CHARGE
A 10% service charge will be added to the cost of your service. Additional gratuities are subject to your discretion.
TAX
12% GST will be levied on all activities.

Prices are subject to change and are in US Dollars / All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12 % G.S.T

